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Panel Discussion 2015
The stage is ready for the EESoc Panel Discussion
2015 on the topic of “Electrified Transportation—The step
towards future” by considering the optimization of the
national power sector on 12th of February 2015 at Waters
Edge. The panel will discuss the feasible options in
electrified transportation and will come up with suggestions
to improve the transportation system, as well as the
electricity demand management. EESoc invites all the
industry professionals, Graduates, Undergraduates and any
other who is interested to be a witness of the event. Tickets
will be available on that day at the entrance. For early
reservation please contact Mr. Gayashan Porawagamage on
071-7757711
or Mr. Moditha Karunanayake on
077- 9151951.
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SPOTLIGHT
THE NEXT GAME CHANGER OF SRI LANKA
ELECTRIFIED TRANSPORTATION
EESoc takes the lead to bring forth relevant expertise for an open discussion…

The world is becoming more and more competitive.
Sri Lanka, even though a small island making home to around
20 million people, which is nearly 0.3% of the world
population, too tries to survive in this competition, fighting as
hard as they can. As you step onto the roads, you may see
hundreds and thousands of people rushing here and there;
school children, working ladies and gents of various age and
social groups, all who are trying to survive in this competition
of life. In this daily struggle, transportation is one of their
basic needs, which today has become one of the major weak
points in surviving the competition. Stating in simple terms,
this is because the Sri Lankan transportation is still in under
developed stage.
Dr. A.M.H.S. AbeyStill there are the same old vehicle run by either
Diesel or Petrol on the road andkoon
same oldelevated
trains powered
to by
diesel engines, all of which use the fossil fuels to run. There
gradeofofthis
Senior
are two major drawbacks in the
the choice
fuel for
transportation; one: it has very low efficiency and
Member of the IEEE
uneconomical in the long run, two: it affects adversely on the
nature. On the other hand, as a fair player for fossil fuels, they
are depleting rapidly. So, it is clear that there is a necessity to
move into a better option for fuel, which is not a big secret to
be revealed, as most of the countries have already moved into
a better solution. That is electrified transportation.
So far, Sri Lanka too being aware of the same
solution has been struggling with its implementation due to
some reasons. Electrified transportation can be used on the
roads as electric vehicles and on the rails as electric trains.
Hybrid cars have already approached the local market at
present. Electric trains too have been in discussion for several
years. Expertises have already proven its feasibility with
reference to the Sri Lankan electricity demand curve (load
curve), making it advantageous to both sectors:
transportation and power.
However, there is a fracture at somewhere in the
system, for these strategies not to be implemented. If the
relevant authorities and expertise can join for an open
discussion under a single roof, the aforementioned fracture
may be identified and treated, so that the policy makers can
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be urged to implement a duly planned propaganda.
Today, EESoc, the Electrical Engineering Society of
the University of Moratuwa, taking responsibility in this
regard has invited delegated parties for an open discussion.
Established in the year 1994, EESoc has been able to take the
lead to bring forth several crucial topics in the power sector
for the attention of the relevant authorities as well as the
public. All most all of these panel discussions have been able
to provide suggestions and reforms to the existing policies in
the power sector.
Passing its twentieth milestone, EESoc organizes the
panel discussion this year on the topic of ‘Electrified
Transportation’, summoning a panel of expertise on 12th
February, 2015 at Waters Edge. The panelists are Dr.
Narendra De Silva: Head of Engineering at Lanka Electricity
Company (Pvt) Ltd, Dr. Tilak Siyambalapitiya: a premier
energy consultant in Sri Lanka and Managing Director
Resource Management Associates (Pvt) Ltd, Prof. Amal S.
Kumarage: a senior Professor at the Department of Transport
and Logistics Management at University of Moratuwa and a
former chairman at National Transport Commission, Dr.
Lalithasiri Gunaruwan: a leading economist, a senior lecturer
at University of Colombo and a former General Manager of Sri
Lanka Railways, Eng. Lakshitha Weerasinghe: Chief Engineer
(Business and Operation Strategy) at Ceylon Electricity Board,
Dr. Beshan Kulapala: a research scientist at CodeGen
International and Prof. H.Y. Ranjith Perera: senior Professor at
University of Moratuwa and Chairman of Arthur C Clarke
Institute for Modern Technologies as the moderator of the
panel discussion.
The event will also be graced by the presence of the
Minister of Power and Energy, Hon. Patali Champika
Ranawaka as the chief guest and guest of Honour will be the
Minister of Internal Transport, Hon. Ranjith Madduma
Bandara. Organizations, companies, industries and other
authorities having concerns with the topic are also invited to
share their ideas at the event. While raising the public
awareness on this subject, EESoc also expects to publish
results of this discussion for the use of expansions and
improvements in the relevant sectors.
By Guvanthi Abeysinghe
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THE PANEL
Moderator - Prof. Ranjit Perera
Prof. Ranjit Perera, is a graduate from University of Moratuwa. After a short spell as an
Electrical Engineer at Ceylon Electricity Board he joined the academic staff of University of Moratuwa.
He was awarded German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) scholarship for higher studies in Germany
and obtained his Dipl.-Ing and PhD from University of Technology, Aachen, Germany. Currently he is a
senior professor in Electrical Engineering at University of Moratuwa. He is a chartered Electrical
Engineer and a corporate member of IESL. He served as the founder Dean of the newly formed Faculty
of Engineering at General Sir John Kotelawala Defence University. He is also serving as the Chairman of
Arthur C Clarke Institute for Modern Technologies since October 2013.
Dr. T. L. Gunaruwan
Dr. Gunaruwan graduated in Physical Science from the University of Colombo, in the year of
1982. He obtained his M.Sc. in Energy Technology from the Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand in
1987 and received his Doctorate in Economics, specializing in Industrial Development from the
University of Paris, France in 1993. He is a Chartered Member of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and
Transport and a Member of the Sri Lanka Energy Managers’ Association. Dr. Gunaruwan has served in
several leading positions in the Transportation sector including the General Manager, Railway
Department. Presently Dr. Gunaruwan is the Secretary, Ministry of Internal Transport and Senior
Lecturer in the Department of Economics, University of Colombo. He is a member of the Board of Management of the Institute of Policy Studies of Sri Lanka.
Dr. Amal S. Kumarage
Dr. Amal Kumarage graduated in Civil Engineering from the University of Moratuwa in 1983. He
completed his PhD. at the University of Calgary, Canada in 1990. He is a Chartered Engineer and a Fellow
of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport. Moreover he is the patent holder for the
development of the well known Uniroad, traffic Signals and Trans Plan traffic model. He is the
immediate Past Chairman of the Chartered Institute of Logistics & Transport Sri Lanka (CILTSL), where he
presently serves as the International Vice President. Further he is a Senior Professor in Department of
Transport & Logistics Management of University of Moratuwa an Endeavour Executive Fellow.

Eng. Lakshitha Weerasinghe
Eng. Lakshitha Weerasinghe graduated from University of Moratuwa with a B.Sc. degree in
Engineering in 1994, majoring Electrical Power. He holds a Master of Philosophy degree from University
of Peradeniya. Lakshitha is a Chartered Engineer, a Corporate Member of the Institution of Engineers
Sri Lanka (IESL) and a member of IEEE. He commenced his career at CEB from the SamanalaWewa Hydro
Power Station. He worked for more than 8 years at the System Control Centre, out of which for five
years he served as the Chief Engineer System Operations. He is currently working as a Chief Engineer at
the Corporate Strategy Division.

Dr. Narendra De Silva
Dr. Narendra de Silva graduated from University of Moratuwa in 1995, with a first class honours in Electrical Engineering. He began his career as an Electrical Engineer at Lanka Transformers Limited immediately after his graduation. He obtained his PhD in Power Electronics, in the year of 2005
along with the award for the best thesis of the year and secured the Corporate Membership of the
Institute of Electrical Engineers UK and the Charted Engineer status in the year 2005. He joined the
Lanka Electricity Company, holding the position of Head of Engineering since 2007 and is also a visiting
lecturer at University of Moratuwa.

Continued to page 4...
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Dr. Tilak Siyambalapitiya
Dr. Siyambalapitiya obtained his degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of
Moratuwa in 1982. He holds a PhD. in Electric Power Engineering from University of Cambridge, UK. He
began his career from the Energy Efficiency Task Force of the Ministry of Energy in Sri Lanka and later on
was engaged in Power Generation Planning in Sri Lanka at the Ceylon Electricity Board from 1988 to
1994 and also in Saudi Arabia at the Saudi Electric Company for four years. Dr. Siyambalapitiya serves as
an International Energy Consultant based in Sri Lanka since 1999 and is the Director of Resource Management Associates (Pvt) Ltd. Presently he is a visiting lecturer at University of Moratuwa.
Dr. Beshan Kulapala
Dr. Beshan Kulapala is a Research Scientist at CodeGen International, Sri Lanka since 2013 and
currently leads the Vega™ Electric Car Project and is a TRACE Member. Previously, Beshan was an Engineering Manager at Intel® Corporation, Oregon, USA, during which he led a team of firmware, hardware
and validation engineers to develop the next generation firmware and hardware for Intel Core™ and
Intel Xeon™ processor families. Beshan obtained his Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering from the
University of Kentucky, a Master's and PhD in Electrical Engineering and an MBA from the Arizona State
University, USA.
By Charithri Yapa

IT’S ON THE NEWS..!

THE STORY OF A GREAT TEACHER…
The Sri Lankan version of “To Sir with Love”
Blown by the winds of time…Washed by the
waters of distance…Faded are the footsteps of memories
on the sea-shore of life. But some special
memories dwell deep in our hearts, twinkling
like the stars in the bluish heavens…singing like
the waters in merry streams. The
autobiography of Emeritus Prof. Dr. Eng. J.R.
Lucas is a rich collection of such beloved
memories, skillfully put forward to unfold the
enthralling story of his life.
In
his
tongue–in–cheek
autobiography, Prof. Lucas has taken great
care to present his memories and experiences
in a vivid narrative style, ensuring a pleasurable
reading experience to his readers. His great
characteristics
revealed
through
this
publication, not only pave the way for one’s
academic and professional success, but also emphasize the
moral conduct, worth admiring… worth adhering…
The autography, the life-story of this humble man
is available for your purchase at the EESoc Panel Discussion

– 2015, at the discounted price of Rs.500, of which the
proceeds are donated to the final year projects of the
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of
Moratuwa (UoM).
The book is also available at
Expographics Bookshop, UOM and their other
branches at the List price of Rs.700, at the
Institution of Engineers Sri Lanka (120/15
Wijerama Mawatha, Colombo 7) at 20%
discount (Rs.560), and at the Department of
Electrical Engineering, UoM at the discounted
price of Rs.500. Those overseas may contact
Prof Lucas - lucas@elect.mrt.ac.lk directly and
may
refer
AMAZON
http://
www.amazon.com/dp/9554182104#
for
further details. The estimated cost for
overseas post ranges from Rs.500 to Rs.1500
per copy.
We, as EESoc, highly encourage you to purchase
this autobiography and reveal the secrets of success of a
giant in the field of Electrical Engineering and a gem among
the human beings.
By Dilini Darmawardana
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TESLA COIL SPARKS TECHNO 2014
primary, the other between the secondary and the same
capacitor bank plus the self and stray capacitances of
secondary coil. The voltage is injected by the 15kV Neon Sign
Transformer, alternating at 50 Hz/15mA. We used two types
of top loads, traditional toroid and aluminum lids.
As the potential across the gap increases, the charge
across the capacitor also increases. When the air gap breaks
down, meaning the charge across is sufficient for electrons to
jump across; it sparks and causes the capacitor to
discharge through the primary. This discharge then resonates
back and forth through the primary and to alternate plates of
the capacitor until the charge across the gap builds up again.
Since the secondary is also connected to the capacitors and
by its self-capacitance, the secondary also resonates in the
same frequency. By adjusting the capacitance of bottle
capacitor bank we made that phenomena possible. The
frequencies involved are in the hundreds of thousands of Hz,
and the voltages can reach into the even millions of volt
th
For consignment of 12 batch, a Tesla coil was
through toroid.
designed and demonstrated at the TECHNO 2014 exhibition
In our Tesla Coil we made the resonant frequency
of the institute of engineers, held in last October 2014.
nearly in 240kHz for safety purposes. The high voltage
The Tesla Coil demonstrated in the Techno discharged through the top load varied in the range of 200exhibition is a representation of using wireless energy invent- 300 kV. For the demonstration of wireless energy
ed by Nikola Tesla, the father of AC THEORY in 1891.If we can transmission concept we lighted fluorescent and CFL bulbs
transmit power wirelessly there would be no need to run so keeping them far from tesla coil and holding in hand without
many wires around the planet and what kind of practical is- any physical connection between bulb and top load. The
sues which can happen inside the tesla coil’s actual opera- resonance frequency of our tesla coil was in the range of
tion? These things influenced us to make a tesla coil. Let’s radio frequency which made radio interference. It affected in
consider the operation of Tesla Coil.
small amount to the operation of other electronic
Tesla coil basically consists of the property of equipments nearby it.
resonance. When an inductor and capacitance are connected
So the experiences and technical knowledge that we
in parallel and briefly pulsed with a voltage, the discharge got by this tesla coil activity are valuable which helps to imflows back and forth between the two at a frequency called prove our practical knowledge too.
resonance frequency. In a Tesla coil, there are actually two
resonant circuits connected together. One, between the
By Electrical Engineering Batch 12
capacitor (we made Bottle Capacitor Bank for this) and the

THE NEW BATCH TO THE FAMILY
The newly selected semester two students entered
to the Department of Electrical Engineering and a formal
function was organized on 21st October 2014 at the Electrical
Engineering Seminar Room with the participation of the
academic staff. The new intake, consisting of almost 100
students were warmly welcome to EE family by the students
of the 12th batch by organizing “ELEKTRIFIERA 2014” on 31st
October 2014. It was full of entertaining events and games to
build up friendship among the batch mates.
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REMINISCENCES
An Interview with Dr. Nareendra De Silva

Time flashes back to 1993. Set of young men
descending down a hilly road create a fabulous view
silhouetted against the golden backdrop of the setting
sun. These are non-others but electrical engineering
undergraduates of University of Moratuwa, marking
the end of yet another extremely tedious days of their
in-plant training. One of them, later known as Dr.
Nareendra De Silva fell into a deep thought: "How
wonderful the training experience might be, if only
there was a good link between the department and
the industry..." It is this little thought of a tiny fellow
(later grew to be a giant though) that paved the way
to the formation of a prestigious society, known to us
all as EESoc.
Hereafter, the unfolded before you is an
interview with Dr. Nareendra De Silva, a founder as
well the very first secretary of the EESoc.


Sir, let’s get personal and start with your family.

I’m married to Sagari Gunasekara, a doctor working in the
University of Sri Jayewardenepura. I have a son and a daughter who are studying. We live in Boralesgamuwa.
 How was your school life and activities?
I started my primary education in Gampaha, passed the
scholarship exam and entered to Royal College. I was the
Secretary of the Astronomical Society, President of the Mass
Media Society and also was a Prefect.
 Sir, let’s talk about your achievements.
Yes, I got a first class in Electrical Engineering in 1995 from
University of Moratuwa. Immediately I got a scholarship to
Cambridge University. But I denied that and started working
for LTL Transformers.

In 1998 I got a NORAD scholarship at University of
Throndheim and went to Norway for a Diploma in Electrical
Power Systems. In year 2000 I got a commonwealth
scholarship and went to Heriot Watt University of UK to do
my Ph.D. in Power Electronics. Thereafter I worked with a
couple of companies as a Researcher.
In 2006, I came back to Sri Lanka and joined University of
Moratuwa as a Senior Lecturer. Subsequently I was doing
consultancy in Sri Lanka related to some of the Rolls Royce
activities.
In 2007 I joined LECO as the Head of Engineering and
Research. Still I work in that particular post. And I still lecture
and involved in some of the academic activities.
 University life; how was it?
I cherish experience with Prof. Sam [Karunarathne] and the
Electrical Department. We loved the Department and the
staff. The department was so good, so well kept, and so neat.
We lived a different life. Our lecturers were well prepared,
spoke English well, clear lecture notes were given and we
were well taught. It was such a clear space when you turn
your head to Electrical Department.
Lectures never answered our questions without taking us to
laboratory. If we don’t know what is happening, then we can
just wire the machine, run it and take the graph to see what
is happening.
I remember one experience in workshop technology in the
first year. We had to do forging. I was holding the piece and
hit by the hammer. Those days we were taught to look from
one axis and use the hammer in another axis. I hit in same
axis and hammer bumped on my face and my nose was
broken. It was bleeding and I was taken to hospital. That
taught me something very important. In engineering, we
cannot forget minor things. What is taught is very important.
Always we should go by the code.
(Thinking...) Ah… When we entered the University, the first
day was a crazy day. There were seniors running here and
there, shouting and ragging. There were nearly fifteen
students and we said that we were not going to get ragged.
After that we were hit, hammered, cornered and not allowed
to talk with our batch mates for one and half years. So we
had really a difficult time. I was also hit two three times. But
we kept on it. About six, seven years later I was very happy to
see that raging was banned in the University of Moratuwa.
Continued to page 7...
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We had at first, a get-together in the university. Almost two
third of the CEB came there. We used people who were in
the training to get people over there. It became a grand
success. Then we thought of best final year project award.
Then we organized guest lectures. Likewise it was a very
interesting time. Specially I involved as a representative of
the University to the industry. University has massive
potential. Every engineer is highly enthusiastic to have
In Engineering we always learn about things made by another
communication with the university. Even today that is there.
engineer. If you can’t follow his line of thinking, you can’t
naturally understand. If you try to understand engineering by  Are you happy about the current activities of EESoc?
a book like you try to understand a picture drawn by one Yes. You are inline. Now my wish for EESoc is rather than
artist and describe to another person by writing, you can get involving in social activities, I prefer to see EESoc become the
a feeling of the picture; but you will never fully comprehend instrument of setting up good projects and research
the picture unless you see the picture. By the time we came activities. Engineering is concepts, techniques and practices.
to final year we had this feeling. The things you have read a Knowledge is not there because it is changing. What you
lot you have to see as well.
learn today will obsolete in two three years. Therefore you


Why did you choose the industry ahead of an academic
career?
University time is not a time that you get ready for a job. It’s
a life cherish opportunity to learn. You get four years and it
will never come [again]. But at a particular point we
understood by the books that we can’t learn everything. It is
a particular phenomenon in engineering.



Can you share your success in career ladder and the
secret behind your success?
First thing I want to tell is that I didn’t mark myself as a
successful person. Life, there is nothing called success or
failure. If you want to find the reason for my success then ask
from others who told that I’m successful. (Laughing)
All what I can do is, I can tell you a couple of thoughts I had.
One thing is I always thought not to stop learning. Learning is
not an activity. It’s the way of life. The other thing is that I
don’t fight. I don’t like to control for the sake of control. But
if you need something you can demand and take it.
 Sir, who inspired you to be you today?
Mr. U.D Jayawardana, Prof. J.R. Lucas,
Karunarathne and Prof. Barry Williams.

Prof.

must have engineering concepts, techniques and practices.
EESoc should do something to develop those.


You have been actively participating for the EESoc panel
discussion. What’s your view about the social impact of
panel discussion?
That term should be pressure, not the impact. EESoc panel
discussion is a perfect start for any concept. But always I like
to see the pressure. You can write articles to papers and
magazines. This is your batch’s topic. If your seventy of batch
mates start talking in organizations and pushing this concept,
convince it, I’ll be sure within two or three years’ time this
will create a big social pressure.

Sam 

What would be your advice to young graduates who are
willing to join the industry soon?
All what I tell you is that you are now absorbed into a
 How do you spend your free time?
different community. When you come to the university you
I generally fly model aircrafts with my son. I got a telescope
never believed that this type of transformation is going to
at home. The other thing is reading. My leisure time occurs
happen to you.
in somewhere in the mid night. Star watching is one
You got to live the life as an engineer. You have to adopt into
possibility at that time. So, only other thing left is reading.
that life. Whatever the job you do, do it with that pride.
 Let’s move onto EESoc. You’re the first secretary of the Then you can become a good engineer and will become a
EESoc. May I know how it began?
good person.
At that time we understood that the university was
disconnected from the industry. At least we thought so.
Subsequently I understood it’s not so. We felt that we must
Interviewed & Prepared By: Nipuna Weerakkody
have contacts with our seniors. EESoc was set up as an
Melundi Nishshanka
instrument for that purpose. When we had this idea, Prof.
Lucas looked it up and he also had the idea of a student
society. He was the one who went to senate and fought to
get the permission.
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